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Brief History

First published 1993 by the Institute of Physics as the Encyclopedia of Scientists.
This abridged and updated edition published as an Oxford University Press
paperback 1999. Online version published in 2003.

Scope and Coverage

This is the most authoritative and up-to-date biographical dictionary of scientists
currently available. Spanning over 2,500 years, it covers all areas of science, from
physics and astronomy to medicine and ecology, including key figures in the fields
of mathematics and technology. Offering clear explanations of the science itself as
well as its historical significance, the dictionary includes coverage of all Nobel
Laureates in physics, chemistry, physiology, and medicine.

Kind of Information

Each entry contains date of birth, place of birth, profession, educational details like

Special Features
 This website shows “My Content” which includes recently viewed items.
 Links to face book, twitter, pinterest, gmail, google+, linkedin.
 Oxfordreference.com does not provide only the biographies, it covers
information on Archaeology, Art & Architecture, Bilingual dictionaries,

Classical studies, , Encyclopedias, English Dictionaries and Thesauri,
History, Language reference, Law, Linguistics, Literature, Media studies etc.
 Bibliography, abbreviations present here.
 From the Dictionary homepage, under the heading Reference type, links to
Overview pages of books, subject reference, historical timeline, quotations,
bilingual dictionaries and other English dictionaries, dictionaries in different
subjects are provided.
 The site provides a platform for Authors community.
 Link to news related to the domain of Oxford publication.
 For fast search one can directly get the word by writing the starting alphabets
of a word.

Arrangement Pattern

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Entries are arranged alphabetically by surname.

This is a worldwide biographical tool with huge coverage. There is no image
attached with biography.
 S9.com biographical dictionary ( http://s9.com/)
 Biography-center (http://www.biography-center.com/)
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